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Agenda:
• Recent market movements
• Three hot topics
• Where to next?



Quick recap of 
recent market 
movements



The sales slowdown has rolled on lately
And it’s been broad-based with Auckland suffering the most



Property values have continued to drop
Albeit some areas holding up better – Christchurch still ‘affordable’



Suburbs in outer Wellington hurt the most
% change in median values in past six months



New listings ‘normal’, sales down = more choice
Spring lift for new listings set to start, but other vendors de-listing



First home buyers quietly returning
But mortgaged investors finding it harder to make the sums stack up



Rental growth is slowing too
Negative net migration seems to be undermining demand



Hot topic #1
Lending conditions



Positives and negatives
LVR tight, DTI getting tighter, mortgage rates up again. But refi profile less of an issue.



The discussion of negative equity has arrived
But likely to be a relatively small section of the market – 465 total nationwide
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Hot topic #2
Construction



First home buyers still settling new builds
And Greenfields are still being created



Pipeline to slow, but from high highs
Looming consent slowdown widely accepted, but doesn’t need to be a bust
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Of course, consents don’t always mean houses
Gap opened up between new consents and measures of completed houses
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Hot topic #3
Climate change 
and energy 
efficiency



Information coming to the forefront



Some tough 
times yet, but also 
some buffers



Affordability has only improved slightly
Could delay start of next upswing and cause regional differences



The game is certainly tougher for investors
Existing investors not selling, but new investors looking at their sums



CoreLogic Vulnerability Indicator
Scrutinise markets to the left

Most vulnerable Least vulnerableMid-range
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The economy and labour market remain key
How long will the RBNZ risk recession/housing downturn in order to tame inflation?
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Where to next?
‘Orderly correction’ not slump …. just be wary that pessimism can overshoot reality



















Thank you – Q&A


